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Japan models were set to go on sale in the second half of Early models include RC and RC h.
Initially, the RC was available with a choice of three engines; the RC h with the 2. The RC t now
called RC , featuring a 2. All-wheel drive is offered for the RC h and RC Lexus RC AWD versions
use a full-time all-wheel drive system that utilizes a planetary gearset center differential coupled
with a multi-disc clutch to act as the slip limiting device. The planetary gearset provides a
front-to-rear torque split under normal conditions for handling agility, however the system can
allow for a torque split of up to to control wheel slip. Variants of the RC series have all-wheel
steering, 2 piece brake rotors, variable suspension dampers, and a Torsen limited slip
differential. TRD produces a bodykit, several aerodynamic and performance parts for the RC ,
these include an exhaust system, a rear diffuser, lightweight forged aluminium wheels with
Michelin Pilot Super Sport tires, etc. The options are dealer fitted and are available only in
Japan. The RC received its first facelift in August , with official images revealed ahead of its
Paris Motor Show debut, which took place a few weeks after. The corporate 'L' shaped DRLs
and the triple eye LED's are merged, making their placements look highly reminiscent of its
bigger LC coupe along with a reworked cabin and rear tail lamp design. Both models are
available as rear wheel drive or AWD, as well as the choice of base or F Sport trim levels, which
makes the total of 8 models to choose from. The RC h Takumi comes with multi-spoke inch
alloys and a speaker Mark Levinson sound system. It went on sale in the United States in
November as a model year vehicle. The RC F features a 5. The RC F is equipped with vertical
G-sensor for VDIM , rear Torsen or Torque Vectoring Differential TVD with three operating
modes Standard, Slalom, or Track , monotube gas-filled shock absorbers and ball-jointed
stabilizer bars, new inch BBS forged aluminum wheels, spindle grille with F-mesh pattern on the
lower half, unique front hood which raises the peak of the vehicle, hood air vent from the LFA ,
front cooling ducts, front fender ducts in the L shape, exclusive combination meters from LFA a
large centrally mounted tachometer that alters according to drive mode, digital and analog
speedometer, differential torque vectoring monitor, G-force meter, oil and water temperature
gauges, mileage information and a stopwatch , and an elliptical cross-section thick grip steering
wheel. The aerodynamic package includes an active rear spoiler , tuning of the underbody, the
intakes in the grille and the front fender vents and aero stabilizing fins. The carbon fiber
optional package, or known in Japan as Carbon Exterior Package, includes a clear coated
carbon fiber roof, active rear spoiler, and the carbon fiber engine hood. To celebrate the
10th-anniversary of Lexus F high performance models, a limited edition RC F was released for
the model year US market. All of the limited edition RC F come in matte-finished Nebula Gray
paint with gloss black wheels and bright blue brake calipers. Inside they are equipped with blue
leather seats, steering wheel and shift knob, blue suede dashboard cover above the instrument
cluster, and blue-silver carbon fiber power window switch panel. It has a similar styling
direction to the other updated RC models. Weight-saving measures include lighter inch wheels,
carbon-ceramic brake rotors, a titanium muffler and exhaust pipes and extensive usage of
carbon fiber. The engine also has a minor power increase compared to the standard RC F. The
Track Edition began sales in April and is available in white or matte gray with red interior color.
The RC utilised a modified version of its 2. The RC has set numerous pole positions within its
class numerous times within the years, most notably with a time of 8 minutes 56 seconds [29] at
the full Nurburging circuit in , with the RC F winning its class SPX on the car's debut in From
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although it was my own fault I didn't notice some damage on the passenger door until after I'd
already said I'd buy the car. Check engine light was on asked them to fix the problem and get
back to me. They said no. We were looking at several. Gowdy customer service was super! We
just found a better deal. I have made a cash offer and asked them for verification. I asked them if
they fixed any of them and they did respond that they did not. I want it ready to go when I am
ready to purchase it. Received most of the info I need. Did not get the extent of the damage
done to the vehicle I was interested in. That may have made the difference as to whether we
would have purchased. Customer satisfaction from the Dealer was Outstanding I Wasn't ready
to purchase at that time. The worst dealer! No thanks. Terrible, they tried to keep some of the
down payment. I had a thousand dollars down and the wrote a hundred dollars. Terry business
ethics, I would never go there again or suggest them to anyone I know. Great experience. I
spoke to and interacted with John. Very knowledgeable and friendly. He answered all my
questions and gave me many options to consider. Very good customer service. Excellent
experience. I have not purchased a vehicle from this dealer yet however, I've been dealing with
Brandon through email and he's been great! He answers my questions quick and has always
been available to give me the info I requested. Contacted me quickly and provided info I
requested. Hope to go test drive later this week. The overall experience was good. They were
very accommodating and gave me a good deal! They where really friendly answerd all my
questions they would bring car over to my house to test drive no pressure of buying great
prices. There were only 6 photos of the car on line so I emailed to ask for more. The dealer only
sent a reply saying the car was available and when would I like to drive it? So I asked again for
more pics but got the same "form letter" reply. I talked to a really nice salesman, asked him if
they could go down on the price and that the car on kbb went for less, he asked his gm if he
could go down on the price and the gm said the price is firm, since I knew there price is more
then the average I just said if you go down on the price let me know, I remember when
dealerships tried there best to get you to come buy from them They did contact me several
times. Work took over my time. I am sorry I did not reach back out to them. The mileage was
higher than my limit, but the car looked beautiful. I should have followed up. Didn't work out but
they had great communication answered when I called and did try to get me approved. Bad
business they took my check Stubbs a copy of my driver license told me they would get back
with me I waited and waited for days and called them back and they sold the hummer. Very
courteous and simple to buy, Price was same as dealer had to haggle with dealer and better
experience. Salesman was very knowledgeable. The salesman I've been speaking with it's
always been on top of it and always got back to me in a timely matter. We'll help you find great
deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you
with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. Private Seller: George. CarGurus Pay. CarGurus User. Request Information. This car has a
smoothest ride even lowered with rims feels like all oem suspension. Ok value, I think no
features are missing on my RC F sport, with the looks of the car I think it is the nicest for the
price it is now. I did not purchase vehicle new. The car is a great car. I purchased an F sport. Its
not particularly as fast as some of its contemporaries but fast enough. Great build quality. I
would say looking at a car a few years newer you can see lexus even more so matching the
Germans with interior flair and features. That being said if you are coming from an older car
from Read more. Excellent features, best car in that category, excellent value, its missing
horsepower and torque but if you wanted that go with the F. Great car. Why Use CarGurus?
Lexus dealers in Atlanta GA. Lexus dealers in Chicago IL. Lexus dealers in Dallas TX. Lexus
dealers in Houston TX. Lexus dealers in Los Angeles CA. Lexus dealers in Miami FL. Lexus
dealers in New York NY. Lexus dealers in Philadelphia PA. Lexus dealers in Washington DC. I
had as many laps as I wanted. This was not just a couple spins around and then done. As luck
would have, it I drove the RC F first. It exceeded my expectations in many ways. However, what
stunned me was that when I drove and RC F Sport, the car, though not as capable on the track,
was still a complete blast to drive. The RC F Sport did not understeer much on the course. In
some sections, it did push a smidge, but the faster I was able to turn the car, the less understeer
I felt. In fact, on the fastest corners, the car felt neutral to me. The RC F by contrast never felt
like it understeered, and on many sections the tail would rotate nicely. The RC F to me was a
neutral car that could be coaxed into oversteer. RC F Power vs. No matter where on the course

you are, the engine is already ahead of you. Dive into a corner focusing on braking and turning,
and then when exiting roll onto the throttle and the car is at 4, RPMS ready to rock and roll. Not
so the RC F Sport. I am not a pro driver. In fact, I am not really even a good driver on-track. I
have had some formal training and limited track days, but I am no hot-shoe. The RC F made me
feel like I was. The RC F Sport reminded me of my real limits. My fist lap with it was awful. The
problem was that I expected the transmission to be there for me, and it just was not. So, I
adapted. As an owner of an IS with a similar transmission, I knew the left paddle shifter would
bring me power. I also knew enough to pop the Trans over to the manual mode so that 5,6,7,8
were locked out. Once I started to paddle my way down through the gears while cornering, my
enjoyment and I suppose my track times, went up dramatically. Exiting corners there is not a
rush of power that creates perma-grin. You roll onto the throttle and keep the pedal pinned until
the next braking point. He also went off the track with all four wheels at one point and had to
chill for a bit to regain his composure. When you turn in, it seems like it is quicker to rotate.
Initial braking seems to also reveal a lighter car, but the brakes on the RC F are much more
powerful, so once they grab you get more braking Gs than in the RF F sport. It made me wonder
what the RC F would feel like if it was pounds lighter. Like a BMW M4 is my first guess.
Normally, this is not a big handicap on track, but in the IS it is. Sadly, I have to say that in my
experience the AWD car understeers and plows on a track. The AWD does nothing to help the
car exit corners, at least that I can sense. I tested that car on the road just three weeks back,
and its on-road capabilities far exceed legal limits. The prices of the IS and RC are almost
exactly the same. As an owner of a current-generation IS C convertible coupe I can tell you that
it shares a floor pan and engine with the new RC That is all. It is a wonderful cruiser and capable
GT on public roads, but nobody would buy the IS C for track days. So there you have it. Roughly
words about how five distinct Lexus models perform on track. If you remember Lexus from
years past as a boring brand, you may want to reconsider your opinions. Much has changed in
the past few years. Skip to main content. Our observations. Visit Torque News homepage for
more stories. Latest Automotive News. Performance Vehicles. Subscribe to Torque News on
YouTube. Comments mike wrote on September 16, - pm Permalink. Some tests say that agreat
car, but all auto tester from england say it's a shame because it's not like a M4 so it's a bad car.
Why the journalistes lie and always try to push the BMW forward? It's avery pleasent car and
that's it but there other cars even in some situations more pleadant than any BMW!!! Sorry for
my spelling. It's almost all wrong. That's because i typed with my tablet which is configured for
french writing. John Goreham wrote on September 16, - pm Permalink. No worries. Thanks for
the comments. Much appreciated. Notify me when new comments are posted. All comments.
Replies to my comment. Lexus RC IS C. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Excellent experience with the salesman David and the dealership as a whole. I
went there from Boca Raton and amazingly they delivered my vehicle to me the next day. Great
experience dealing with Josh. Expressed interest in a vehicle I found on CarGurus. He was
quick to follow up. Went to see and test drive vehicle that same day. Josh was very helpful and
friendly, and I did not feel pressured. Ended up buying the car the next day. Great overall
experience, highly recommend this dealership. Without a doubt the best car buying experience
we have ever had. The personnel our sales person was Anthony Demosthenis from sales, to
management to financial were courteous, professional snd efficient. We will be back!!! Sales
person was rude and unwilling to work on the price, I ended up buying somewhere else, now, I
see they dropped their price and when I called the guy said it was a firm price and there was
nothing they could do, very unprofessional. Will never recommend this dealer to anyone.
Contacted me immediately and not very pushy with bombardment of emails. Easy to work with.
They were great! Very open about the process. I would recommend and shop there again. They
want to make sure there in good running condition before they sell. That is a great business
practice. Never gave us purchase contract, lazy in getting back to us, the Chrysler deals were
ending and they wanted to have paperwork done after-the-fact.. GM never responded My
experience was awesome. Nick, my salesman can't be best. Everything went as he said. He
stayed after hours to help me get my car. Thanks Nick!! The lady who called me was absolutely
wonderful. You cannot ask for a more knowledgeable person and she was super friendly.
Benjamin was very helpful. I especially appreciate his willingness to be upfront about this car.
Got the vehicle I wanted at the price I wanted. No hassles, no wasted time, no games played. I
highly recommend this dealer. Richard Fuelner Sales Mgr. I grew up around the car business,
and have seen just about every game that can be played. I would travel miles to do business
with this dealership again. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and

securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Lexus Dealer.
Private Seller: A. Mexia, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Private Seller: Young. Columbus, OH
Message Seller. Rear-wheel-drive coupes have a place in every car enthusiast's heart, but they
don't have a spot in every enthusiast's garage, because children and spouses and college loans
have built up a natural re. Read more. This car is loaded with standard features. I will say the
infotainment screen is not big enough and the display is so old school. Which just roars to life
when you start it up. The sport plus mode is super intense lol. I just wish it had Apple car play
but other than that this car is amazing and near perfect. The RC F is a great car. The features are
great the value is okay like most cars it is a bit over priced. On the other hand if you keep a car
long after it is paid off this one will be far more reliable than the others in the same segment.
Why Use CarGurus? Lexus dealers in Atlanta GA. Lexus dealers in Chicago IL. Lexus dealers in
Dallas TX. Lexus dealers in Houston TX. Lexus dealers in Los Angeles CA. Lexus dealers in
Miami FL. Lexus dealers in New York NY. Lexus dealers in Philadelphia PA. Lexus dealers in
Washington DC. Which to choose? The kW V8 RC F has a torque-vectoring rear differential,
various stability control modes and a variety of g-force readouts. The times are 4. All of my
helpers who drove both cars preferred the , and these are people that know their high
performance vehicles. The feeling was the was
2006 hyundai sonata oxygen sensor location
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more responsive and had better dynamics. And I agree. On public roads the is just as quick as
the RC F and handles much the same. I also think the RC looks better. Coupes are naturally
beautiful and anything that distracts from the flowing shape makes the look worse. The RC even
wins the practicality battle. The tyres are the same front and rear, and it has at least a
space-saver spare. The interior styling is much the same, but with fewer buttons and a simpler
display the comes off as less busy. Seats are great, some of the interior design is a bit
questionable but better than the RC F colour scheme wise, less clashes. The power delivery is
much better. Not a bad car. First Name:. Email address:. Newsletter Signup First Name: Email
address:. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Nah January 29, Is a manual
performance SUV a bad idea? September 30, Car safety technology problems September 4, Will
the Mustang of pickup trucks come to Australia? April 16, Robert Pepper.

